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Presentation Notes
The Parliamentary Handbook is a 600 page book that is a record of current and former parliamentarians and is a flagship product of the Parliamentary library.Along with biographies, it contains information on women who have served in parliament, past members for electorates, the longest service of members and cross chamber service.In early 2015 the decision was made to create an equivalent app, however initial exploration of the data for the handbook showed it was stored across shared drives,in a number of different spreadsheets, with issues of data consistency. For example, names were spelt incorrectly, with some people having 2 different incorrect spellings of their name, or service dates that didn’t match with elections.
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However as valuable as it is, the Handbook is just a snapshot of history, and through the normal course of politics, data becomes out of date, with changes being captured in an ad-hoc fashion.Examination of the processes behind the creation of the Handbook and the curation of changes showed it was being maintained across a number of different sources, with inconsistencies found spread throughout. Likewise, tables of importance were stored in aggregate fashion that made further analysis time-consuming or difficult.To remedy this, a vast data cleansing exercise has begun to normalise the data into a single consistent source of information.



Popolo - International open government data specification 

● Parties 
● Chambers 
● Ministries 

 

● Electorates 
● Chairs 
● Ministries 

● Elected Service 
● Appointments 
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The scope was shifted to encompass a data management platform that would provide the data consistency required for an app.This focus that new data would easily be able to be transmitted as we could be more confident of the quality.The chosen framework was ‘Popolo’ and open framework for describing elected officials and their memberships, that has seen adoption in the “open government space”, but as near as we can tell, the Parliamentary Handbook is one of the first government-run implementations, and is definitely the first Australian one. It takes a minimalist approach to describing memberships and posts, that allows for extension and reuse.Organizations, Memberships and Posts are all able to be type, so we set about creating a controlled vocabulary to describe an Australian Parliamentarians.
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However, to accommodate this in our chosen architecture, we needed to model each of these types independently to ensure consistency in the database.So in reality, our data model ended up looking like this.
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Not only did this allowed us to model and capture the information on parliamentarians, but affords us the ability to present this information in new and engaging ways.By extracting information from this we can present a timeline of an individual's parliamentary history.
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Its also given us the ability to visualise the party break down of the Senate since federation.
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Track the entry, exit and rise of women in parliament since 1942.
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Or understand the historical significance of any day in political history.For example, on this day in 1977 Phillip Lynch resigned from the Fraser ministry after a perceived conflict of interest regarding a family trust. He was replaced by John Howard, who as we know held the position until becoming Leader of the Opposition and then Prime Minister for 11 years.
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It has also allowed us to quickly answer requests in a way that we haven’t been able to before.The Data Explorer, exposes the inner structure of the database and allows complex queries.The table above shows the number of appointments for female ministers and the chambers the served in, ordered by their length of service.We have also been able to answer queries such as:The average age of ministriesYounger people to hold specific ministries or electoral divisionsLongest and shortest serviceAnd greatest party representation over time.
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But the biggest advantage is the data management platform that sits behind the scenes, that allows for the management of parliamentarians.
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Including the ability to manage their memberships across a large range of affiliations, including parliamentary committees, ministries, and qualifications.



Data banana skins 



Data banana skins 
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Lots of thought had to go into managing dates.If stored as a string they could be exact, but not queried in a date-like mannerIf stored as a date we would need fake dataCompromise was a date field with a confidence, any value could be stored as the date, and then a confidence level could be applied. This allowed for date-like queries, while also maintaining the ‘fuzziness’ required.



Data banana skins 
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However some inaccuracies could only be captured as 
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Related to this was capturing “ephemeral” data that would not otherwise be managed.This shows a small collection of our Parliamentary Authors, a dataset collected in collaboration with one of our recent library interns.What this highlighted was a way for us to be able to store and manage “unstructured data” as it became available.Other topics we investigated were:First people in parliamentRelationships within parliament, such as siblings, parents and spousesElectoral naming histories and connecting who they are named afterAnd war service.Also needed to manages these in relation to dates, without overloading too much information to store simple bit items.





Jakobsen’s Law 

“If excel can misinterpret your data, it will. And usually in the worst possible way” 

• 0E4 in an identifier is interpreted as 0 x 10^4 

• 1863 in a date field is interpreted as February 5th 1905, 1863 days past 1900 

• 1901-01-01 is interpreted as 1889 

 



Future directions 

• Continue digitisation work 
 

• User training and testing 
 

• Internal rollout and data sign off 
 

• Look at options for open source and sharing 
 
 



Lessons learned 

• Good data is hard to come by 
 

• Excel will eat your data 
 

• Historical data is messy 
 

• Be prepared to start again… at least twice 
 
 



Questions? 

Email: 
 - samuel.spencer@aph.gov.au 
Twitter: 
 - @legostormtroopr 
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